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Abstract 
Chengdu has rich and diverse cultural tourism resources, fully exploring and cultivating 
cultural tourism products is conducive to promoting the integrated development of 
culture and tourism, which has an important significance. In the background of cross-
border e-commerce era, relying on e-commerce platform can effectively promote the 
development of cultural and tourism products in Chengdu. However,  there are still some 
problems in business English copywriting, which to some extent hinders the promotion 
and development of cultural tourism products. Based on this, this paper firstly briefly 
analyzes and summarizes the current situation of Chengdu cultural and tourism 
products in marketing language, then explores the existing problems and puts forward 
corresponding strategies, hoping to play a positive role in promoting the development 
of Chengdu cultural and tourism products by improving its writing strategies. 
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1. Background 

From 2009 to 2019, chengdu's e-commerce industry took shape after a decade-long 
development process. 
Since 2017, a large number of cross-border e-commerce companies have emerged in Chengdu. 
In October 2018, three years of chengdu on accelerating the development of cross-border 
electricity plan of action, the development opportunities presented by” the belt and road 
initiative,four-direction expansion and all-round opening-up ”should be firmly grasped, based 
on the chengdu cross-border electricity industry development foundation and the hinterland 
consumption advantages, actively explore inland city cross-border new development model of 
high power, the application of xinchang au industrial transformation path, We will foster new 
drivers of foreign trade development, and help build the western Region into an international 
gateway and the inland region into a leading position for opening up. As a result, chengdu's 
cross-border e-commerce development entered a new area. [6]. 
In 2020, the COVID-19 epidemic swept the world, inhibiting the domestic foreign tourism 
market consumer demand, leading to a decline in the efficiency of the global supply chain, 
causing a serious impact on the domestic and foreign markets. At present, the epidemic in China 
has been effectively contained. New opportunities make it face some challenges. Chengdu's 
cross-border e-commerce industry has ushered in good development opportunities. Before the 
COVID-19 outbreak, chengdu's tourism industry was in a good and stable state, and the 
development of cross-border e-commerce platforms may be in a plateau, preferring traditional 
business English writing. [6] During the epidemic, the development of Chengdu's cultural and 
tourism industry has been greatly impacted and urgently needs a platform and opportunity. In 
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the current digital era, cross-border e-commerce is just such a platform, and it also puts forward 
different requirements for relevant business English writing. Therefore, in the context of the 
era of cross-border e-commerce, Chengdu cultural and tourism products are also facing many 
opportunities and challenges in business English writing.  

2. Problem in Writing 

2.1. Lack of Historical and Cultural Connotation in the Online Products 
As for its products, most of them have rich historical and cultural connotations, but it is often 
difficult to express their connotations accurately and comprehensively by relying on business 
English copywriting. For example, Sanxingdui, known as "the ninth wonder of the world", is 
extremely charming. It contains unique and profound historical and cultural deposits and rich 
elements of historical and cultural characteristics. It is difficult to grasp its connotation 
accurately and comprehensively. What’s more, with the social development and the change of 
consumer demand, consumers no longer just pay attention to the product itself, but also focus 
on the deep connotation of the product. Therefore, the development of cultural tourism 
products must pay attention to the extension of the product's historical and cultural 
connotation. Sanxingdui museum is a large modern history museum, with rich variety of 
cultural relic resources. In 2008, it was awarded the title of the first national "first-class 
museum" by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage. It clearly Outlines the history of the 
ancient Shu culture development and it’s the witness and the inheritor of the ancient Shu 
culture and heritage, having important historical significance. However, it is still difficult to 
express the historical and cultural connotation of products in the development of its related 
cultural tourism products. By digging deep connotation, integrating and constructing relevant 
business English copywriting system, it can better conveys its history and culture, promotes 
the propaganda of the historical status and regional cultural characteristics of Sanxingdui 
culture, expands the spread and improves the reputation. [3] Relevant historical documents 
and textual research are helpful for us to better grasp the connotation of history. However, how 
to describe and express this connotation through copywriting is a problem worthy of attention. 

2.2. Lack of Diversity 
The diversity of traditional business English copywriting is also a problem. Product copywriting 
should not be monotonous, but should be more diversified, so that consumers can get a better 
experience to improve consumer satisfaction. More vivid and flexible copywriting can show the 
charm of cultural tourism products. Reflecting the unique culture of different periods and 
regions in products can show the multicultural charm of the Chinese nation. For consumers, 
choosing excellent cultural tourism product is not only to get the product itself, but also to feel 
the charm of diverse cultures in their daily life. Sanxingdui Museum and Sichuan Museum have 
a good demonstration role in this respect. They rely on their own rich collection of cultural 
relics, combined with local historical and cultural characteristics, adhere to innovation, 
constantly explore new ways of expression into the development of cultural tourism products, 
so as to better reflect the historical connotation of products. At the same time, modern 
technology is flexibly used to narrate the origin and development of cultural relics in the 
museum through VR explanation and LCD automatic display, so that the customer’s experience 
is more intuitive, and the vivid form can better promote the customer's understanding of 
cultural relics. In business English copywriting, diversity and vividness should not to be 
underestimated. Diversified and vivid copywriting can better show the charm of tourism 
products and attract consumers, while diversified copywriting is often difficult to achieve this 
effect. 
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2.3. Lack of Vividness 
There are cultural differences in business English writing and the lack of vividness of language 
is one of the most important problems in copywriting. In business English writing, some 
Chinese nouns or sentences are simply literal translations, but it is difficult for native speakers 
to understand or even recognize the real meaning. However, writing requirements in different 
cultural environments are sometimes completely different. Business English writers not only 
have to consider cultural differences, but also have to make the words vivid and easy to accept, 
which is very difficult to do. Like the Wuhou Temple,  a place to commemorate Zhuge Kongming 
in Three Kingdoms around 2 and 3 Centuries.[5] Some people even don't know who Zhuge 
Kongming is without knowing the history. A simple name introduction is really difficult to 
attract more tourists. 

2.4. Lack of Copywriting Language Library 
The development of Chengdu culture tourism industry is not carried out on a single platform 
or direction, but on multiple platforms and directions. And the corresponding cultural tourism 
products are the same. In different platforms, different media, and even in the face of different 
consumers, there are different requirements for the copywriting of cultural tourism products. 
For example, in the case of Chengdu Giant Panda Base, we have roughly understood the love of 
the corresponding consumers for the giant panda, so the business writing copywriting focuses 
on the giant panda. Different ages of consumers, different regions and other factors will make 
the copywriting of cultural tourism products become complex. However, in the era of cross-
border e-commerce, business writing copywriting has become a bit chaotic in view of its 
complexity, and there is a lack of corresponding perfect copywriting database and system. 
In San Xingdui and Du Jiangyan, two famous historical and cultural sites, cultural tourism 
products sold in China are very popular, but the sales volume on major cross-border e-
commerce platforms is very few. The reason is that the publicity copy of Sanxingdui and 
Dujiangyan itself is complicated, and it needs to be modified according to different 
requirements, which makes it more difficult and complicated to establish a perfect copywriting 
language library. 

2.5. Poor Synchronicity with the Times 
Cross-border e-commerce is changing rapidly in The Times, and the requirements of The Times 
for cultural and tourism products are also constantly changing. In the past, when the 
development of cultural and tourism products in China was relatively backward, the number of 
cultural and tourism products was relatively small, and people had fewer needs and choices. 
Therefore, it was enough to clearly explain the requirements of commercial writing for cultural 
and tourism products. In today's cross-border e-commerce and cultural and tourism product 
industry with good development, in order to stand out from numerous competitors, apart from 
the original requirements, there are also many additional requirements, among which it is 
particularly important to provide consumers with products and services that keep pace with 
The Times. 
Among the cultural tourism products in Chengdu, such as those in Du Fu Thatched Cottage, it is 
difficult to win international popularity. The reasons include that the lack of combination with 
The Times, sometimes lagging behind internationally, and consumers are less sensitive and 
concerned about copywriting. 
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3. Solutions for Writing 

3.1. Based on the Historical Perspective 
To grasp the historical and cultural connotation of products, we must maintain historical 
authenticity and respect historical characteristics. History is mutually verified by words and 
evidences. Only through in-depth field research and extensive search and reference of relevant 
historical documents can we achieve the ideal effect of grasping its historical and cultural 
connotation. For example, Sanxingdui site and Jinsha site in Chengdu, it is worth mentioning 
that there is cultural inheritance between them, which can be said to be in the same line. The 
discovery of Jinsha site expands the extension and connotation of ancient Shu culture, which is 
of great significance to the research of the development and origin of ancient Shu culture. When 
we develop cultural tourism products based on these historical sites, we must conduct 
comprehensive and meticulous research to get familiar with the corresponding history and 
culture, and then formulate detailed development plans. [5] In order to enhance the customers’ 
experience and perception of the historical and cultural connotation of these cultural tourism 
products, it is necessary to promote the construction of relevant copywriting discipline system 
in line with the historical characteristics and requirements, so as to reflect the historical and 
cultural value of products and bring consumers better and deeper historical and cultural 
experience. 

3.2. Based on Diversity 
To develop cultural tourism products, we must find ways to enhance diversity on the basis of 
reflecting their historical and cultural connotation and give full demonstration to the diversified 
charm of products. For example, the online and offline classification of relevant copywriting, 
offline -- the introduction of cultural relics in the museum exhibition hall, and the publicity 
manual provided to the public; Online -- e-commerce platform above tourism product sales 
copy, museum official website for the promotion of cultural relics. Through the diversified 
development of different types of online and offline copywriting, we can promote the 
promotion and publicity of cultural and tourism products, enhance public attention and 
enhance the influence of cultural and touris 
m products. Different writing methods can be adopted for different cultural tourism products. 
For related cultural tourism products strong historical seriousness, copywriting must first 
respect history, and must be standardized and professional. On the contrary, for some cultural 
tourism products with less historical seriousness, some interest can be added in the 
copywriting, so as to fully show the charm of the products with diversified writing styles and 
stimulate the interest of  consumers. For example, according to the collection of cultural relics 
in the two galleries of Sanxingdui Museum, the relevant cultural tourism products are classified 
and diversified writing methods are developed to promote them in a unique and diversified 
new way. 

3.3. Based on Vividness 
Due to the cultural differences between China and the West, Chinese and western cultural 
factors should be considered in writing. By giving full play to the free translation effect of 
language and showing a better result in simple, beautiful and easy-to-understand language, it 
can not only effectively enhance the flexibility of language and produce more intuitive 
attraction to consumers, but also promote the establishment of public signs translation text 
model to provide effective reference for the business English copywriting of other related 
products. This also puts forward higher requirements for relevant copywriters. First of all, they 
should have good basic literacy: profound language and writing skills, rich reserves of Chinese 
and Western knowledge and culture, and a good international vision. Through a comprehensive 
detailed training, improve working ability of the copywriter, enhance their ability to use 
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language, so that they can give better demonstration to the effect of  free translation of language 
in copywriting, show the distinctive glamour of language, so as to greatly enhance the vitality 
of language and leave a deep impression on consumers in a more vivid and dynamic way. 

3.4. Based on Standard Language Library 
Based on the complexity of business English writing, we had better classify its copywriting and 
build a relatively perfect copywriting language library. In view of different types of cultural and 
tourism products in Chengdu, classify them first, and then standardize the copywriting of 
different types of cultural and tourism products. [2] For example, in cultural tourism products 
with historical significance, we should pay more attention to its historical significance and use 
vivid words to attract more consumers' attention to its historical essence. For some special 
representatives, such as the giant panda, the image makes us pay more attention to the giant 
panda itself and expand its publicity. By classifying different types of cultural tourism products, 
business English writing professionals can complete copywriting more clearly and efficiently, 
which can attract more consumers. The establishment of business English writing copywriting 
into a relatively complete copywriting language base helps writers and provides good services 
for consumers, which can more accurately analyze user consumer behavior and excavate 
potential demand. 

3.5. Based on Big Data 
In the era of big data, copywriting on cross-border e-commerce platforms should rely more on 
big data to accurately analyze user needs, accurately locate users and push personalized 
information to pread brand culture. In the context of big data-driven and digital 
entrepreneurship, a large number of enterprises are vigorously carrying out high-quality 
business model innovation practices. Integrate business resources around big data resources 
and big data technologies, more accurately understand consumer needs, and provide 
copywriting that is more in line with consumer expectations for consumer needs, so as to 
achieve better results. And can push personalized copywriting for consumers. In addition, we 
can also screen key customers according to big data, spread brand culture according to the 
response of different consumers to different  copywriting, and promote the development of 
cultural tourism industry in Chengdu. 

4. Conclusion 

There is still a long way to go for the development of traditional business English writing in 
Chengdu culture and tourism industry. It has changed the thinking mode, writing habits, ideas, 
writing methods and forms of the writing subject of traditional business activities, and also 
affected the writing process and all elements of the writing system. The practical advantages of 
e-commerce writing provide feasibility for the study of e-commerce writing,and at the same 
time, it’s also the cornerstone of its existence and continued development. 
Chengdu, Sichuan province, has unique conditions to develop cultural and tourism industry. 
The sudden COVID-19 pandemic has had a huge impact on the cultural and tourism industry 
nationwide, whereas Chengdu's cultural and tourism industry is showing a good momentum of 
development. There are many interesting elements in the culture of Bashu area, and Chengdu 
plain, known as the "land of abundance" since ancient times, is an important birthplace of 
ancient Shu civilization. In recent years, Chengdu's cultural and tourism industry has shown a 
momentum of vigorous development, especially in 2020, which is affected by the COVID-19 
epidemic. Its development speed has not slowed down, and the added value of the cultural and 
tourism industry has jumped to 180.5 billion yuan, with a year-on-year increase of 23.7%. As 
the cultural and tourism industry becomes more and more important, business English writing 
is also becoming more and more important. The focus of writing has shifted from traditional 
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paper writing to online websites and emails. The efficiency and function of business writing are 
becoming more and more significant, so it is important to promote national economic 
development and regional economic prosperity so as to adapt to the tide of economic reform 
and cultivate high-quality business writing talents.  
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